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WOMEN’S SEXUAL STRATEGY 
Taken from Griffith University

MEN’S SEXUAL STRATEGY 

Mission: “I want the right to exercise hypergamy 
without any consequences.”

Mission: “Great! I want the right to unlimited access to 
unlimited sexuality.”

Ask for a date and to respect when the answer is “no”
Write-off, deny, or ghost if you decline my offer for a 

date

Refuse a date without feeling guilty Refuse to pay for a date without feeling guilty

Suggest what we’ll do on a date
Refuse to accommodate your alternatives to my date 

ideas
Refuse any activities, even if my date is excited about 

them
Cancel a date or stop our relationship, even if you’re 

excited about it
Have my own feelings and be able to express them Feel free to deny your feelings for any reason

Ask someone not to interrupt me Whip my dick out at any time, for any reason

Be heard and have my feelings and thoughts 
acknowledged

Enjoy the sounds of sexual activity, including slurping, 
slapping, smacking, and moaning, without you 
talking

Refuse to lend money Deny you my superior genetic material

Set boundaries, to say “no” or “yes” as I please
Command goals and directives as I please, including 

“more” or “harder” or “keep going”
Change my mind at any time Stay ruthlessly focused on my mission

Refuse to be sexually intimate Refuse to be emotionally vulnerable

Stop doing something, even once it has started
Maintain my priorities relentlessly, no matter what 

distractions arise
Refuse sex with anyone just because they took me 

out on an expensive date, or for any other reason, 
at any time

Call you out on your emotional manipulation, for any 
reason at any time in any manner

Have friends Have plates

Have space away from my partner Have free time in which to gather more plates
Break up when I want to Dismiss you if you displease me
Ask my partner when I want more affection Refuse to give you affection for any reason

Have the right to say “I love you” without having sex
Enjoy your body for any reason in any way and to 

expose your manipulative tactics

Have the right to have sex without saying “I love you”
Have the right to specify my preferences in body 

qualities, your behavior, and judge your past 
choices in any way

Talk to others about my relationships
Enjoy complete privacy with you, to trust you with 

intimate details
Be myself without changing to suit others Demand you be the best you can be, for me and for you

Not act seductive, macho or sexually interested
Behave any way I see necessary, especially to be a 

fucking asshole
Dress how I choose, even if others don’t approve or 

like it
Judge you based on your presentation to the world, as 

I am judged
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